Teen

Dark and Shallow Lies

The Project

by Ginny Myers Sain

by Courtney Summers

YF Sain
In a small town deep in the bayou,
17-year-old Grey searches for
answers about the disappearance of
her best friend, uncovering
long-held secrets that threaten
everything she believed about
herself, her family, her friends, and
her home.

YF Summers
Moving in with an elderly relative
after the deaths of her parents, Lo
becomes suspicious of a charity
organization she believes is hiding
the activities of a cult that may be
behind a young
man’s death.

The Girls I've Been
by Tess Sharpe

Hotel Magnifique
by Emily J. Taylor

YF Sharpe
When 17-year-old Nora O'Malley, the
daughter of a con artist, is taken
hostage in a bank heist, every secret
she is keeping close begins
to unravel.

YF Taylor
While working at the Hotel, sisters
Jani and Zosa discover a darkness
under its glittering façade as they
fall victim to the cruelty of the
ruthless maître d’hôtel and must
unravel the mystery of the hotel’s
magic to survive.

The Castle School (for
Troubled Girls)

Lost in the Never Woods

by Alyssa B. Sheinmel
YF Sheinmel
Packed off to a mysterious boarding
school in the aftermath of a best
friend’s death, a grieving teen is
convinced that the doctors are
hiding something. But exploring
secrets will force Moira to confront
her overwhelming grief.

Mystery

by Aiden Thomas
YF Thomas
Forced to confront a past she cannot
remember, involving the
disappearance of her two brothers
five years earlier, Wendy encounters
a boy who begs for her help when
other children start to go missing.

Mystery, suspense and thriller—books
you can't wait to finish!

How We Fall Apart
Poison for Breakfast
by Lemony Snicket
YF Snicket
Mr. Snicket has investigated many
things. In this book, he is
investigating his own
death. Certainly Mr. Snicket didn't
relish the dreadful task of solving it,
but he had no choice. It was put in
front of him, right there, on his plate.

by Katie Zhao
YF Zhao
When Nancy Lou and her friends
become the prime suspects in the
disappearance of their classmate,
she is forced to play a deadly game.
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Ace of Spades

The Red Palace

Time Will Tell

by Faridah Àbíké-Íyímídé

by June Hur

by Barry Lyga

YF Abike-Iyimide
Two Niveus Private Academy
students are selected to be part of
the elite school’s senior class
prefects, and are pitted against an
anonymous bully who reveals all of
their secrets.

YF Hur
In 1857 Joseon, Korea, 18-year-old
palace nurse Hyeon works closely
with a young police inspector to
uncover the truth surrounding the
murder of eight palace nurses when
all the evidence points to the Crown
prince himself.

YF Lyga
Alternating between present day
and 1986, this gripping novel follows
four teens as they dig up a time
capsule that their parents buried
and unearth a secret that someone
is willing to kill for.

The Inheritance Games
by Jennifer Barnes
YF Barnes
When a Connecticut teenager
inherits vast wealth and an estate
from the richest man in Texas, she
must also live with his surviving
family and solve a series of puzzles
to discover how she earned
her inheritance.

Bluebird
by Sharon Cameron
YF Cameron
In the aftermath of World War II, Eva,
who holds the key to a deadly secret
that is capable of tipping the
balance of world power, is on a
mission to pursue justice and the
Nazi that escaped its net.

A Good Girl's Guide to
Murder
by Holly Jackson
YF Jackson
As her senior capstone project,
Pippa Fitz-Amobi is determined to
find the real killer in a closed, local
murder case, but not everyone
wants her meddling in the past.

This is My America
by Kim Johnson
YF Johnson
Sending weekly letters to an
organization she hopes will save her
innocent father from death row,
17-year-old Tracy uncovers racist
community secrets when her track
star brother is wrongly accused
of murder.

The Ones We're Meant to
Find

A Lesson in Vengeance

by Joan He

by Victoria Lee

YF He
Awakening on an abandoned island
with no memory of how she was
marooned, Cee embarks on a
desperate search for her sister, while
STEM prodigy Kasey begins to
question her life in Earth’s last
unpolluted city.

YF Lee
While helping the eccentric new girl
research the Dalloway Five—five
students who died mysteriously and
were said to be witches—Felicity
finds history repeating itself, forcing
her to face the darkness in
Dalloway—and in herself.

You'll be the Death of Me
by Karen M. McManus
YF McManus
Deciding to ditch school together,
former friends Ivy, Cal, and Mateo
find their day turning from dull to
deadly when another student is
murdered right in front of them.

Pride and Premeditation
by Tirzah Price
YF Price
Inspired by Jane Austen’s classic
novel, 17-year-old aspiring lawyer
Lizzie Bennet seeks to prove herself
to a prestigious law firm and solve a
murder before her rival Mr. Darcy
beats her to it.

The Silver Blonde
by Elizabeth Ross
YF Ross
When she stumbles upon the dead
body of an A-list movie star in 1946
Hollywood, 19-year-old Clara Berg is
drawn into the murder investigation
as she searches for the truth.

